System Operations Manager

**Business Unit:** Transmission

**Job Title:** System Operations Manager

**Job Description:**

Responsible for the direction and oversight of all transmission operations activities for the Electric System Control Center (ESCC) in New Hampshire. Included in this scope is responsibility for development of programs, policies and procedures to ensure the reliable operation of the New Hampshire transmission and distribution system, consistent with national and regional reliability criteria, control of New Hampshire hydroelectric and combustion turbine generation.

**Supervisor - ESCC Operations Support**

Acts as lead and/or carries out assignments in support of transmission operations including those activities listed in the job description for the System Operations Manager.

**Senior Administrator – Operating Policies and Procedures**

Acts as lead and/or carries out assignments in support of transmission operations including those activities listed in the job description for the System Operations Manager.

**Administrator – Operating Policies and Procedures**

Acts as lead and/or carries out assignments in support of transmission operations including those activities listed in the job description for the System Operations Manager.

**Engineer**

Acts as lead and/or carries out assignments in support of transmission operations including those activities listed in the job description for the System Operations Manager.

**Associate Engineer**

Acts as lead and/or carries out assignments in support of transmission operations including those activities listed in the job description for the System Operations Manager.

**Senior Engineering Technician**

Acts as lead and/or carries out assignments in support of transmission operations including those activities listed in the job description for the System Operations Manager.

**Engineering Technician A**

Acts as lead and/or carries out assignments in support of transmission operations including those activities listed in the job description for the System Operations Manager.

**System Operations Supervisor - Level 1**

Acts as lead and/or carries out assignments in support of transmission operations including those activities listed in the job description for the System Operations Manager.

**System Operations Supervisor - Level 2**

Acts as lead and/or carries out assignments in support of transmission operations including those activities listed in the job description for the System Operations Manager.